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The Labrador Retriever

If I could choose any American Kennel 
Club pure-breed of dog, I would choose 
the Labrador Retriever. One reason I 
would choose the Lab is because I have 
grown up with retrievers my whole life. I 
know how easy they are to train and when 
I was a baby my dogs were very loving 
and gentle to me at the age of only 6 
months old! My parents have told me that 
they were very trusting of them around 
me.



Family Pets

These are my previous dogs Jake and 
Mulligan, and my dog that I own now Maizey. They 
are yellow and black labs. Jake and Mulligan are the 
black labs and Maizey is the yellow lab. Jake and 
Mulligan came from the same litter.  Mulligan was 
the runt, but she lived a year longer than Jake did. 
Jake and Mulligan lived until they were 12.  Maizey 
is 1 ½ and she is an English lab.  Jake and Mulligan 
were American labs.



America's Favorite Dog Breed

● Labrador’s have been America's favorite dog breed 
for 27 years in a row.

● The lab has been America's top dog longer than any 
other breed.

● Some reasons they are #1 dog breed is because 
they are a great dog for bird hunting and are a great 
family pet.

 



History
Although there name might sound like they come from Labrador, Canada, Labrador  

Retrievers actually were originated in Newfoundland in the 1500s. These dogs were bred 
with small water dogs to make a breed called the St. John's water dog. These dog were 
owned by fishermen. They jumped into the water to bring a fish back that had gotten off 
the hook or they would bring a net with fish in it back to shore. They were awesome for 
this job because there coat is water repellent and there webbed paws make them great 
swimmers. In 1800s they were imported to Poole, England. The Earl of Malmesbury had 
seen the dogs in action and immediately brought them home. In 1830, a British 
Sportsman named Colonel Hawker described the dogs as “ the best for any kind of 
shooting… generally black and no bigger than a Pointer, very fine in legs, with short 
smooth hair… is extremely quick running, swimming and fighting.” The Earl and the Duke 
of Malmesbury both used them in shooting sports and then they began to call them their 
“Labrador Dogs.” The name stuck and the Earl’s son began breeding the dogs. By 1903, 
Labradors were recognized by the English Kennel Club. The breed began to grow in 
popularity. In the early 1900s, hunters and farmers from the United States learned about 
the breeds work ethic and began incorporating “Labs” into their daily lives.



Features of the Lab
Labs have otter tails. These otter tails act like 

rutters for when they are swimming. Meaning it helps 
turn in the water and helps them to move quicker in the 
water. These are called otter tails because they have 
little twists at the end of their tails just like an otter does. 

Yes, Labrador Retrievers have webbed paws! This 
is the main reason that these dogs are great at 
swimming and that they were used to help fisherman. 
These webbed paws allow them to swim rapidly 
through the water and swim easily. Even though this 
might be a surprise, all dogs have webbed feet of some 
sort. Some dogs are built for running, but others have 
these webbed feet which give them an advantage in the 
water.

 



Training 

“Labs are easy to train, where as other breeds take more time, patience and repetition 

during training.  Many breeds are intelligent but approach training with a ‘What’s in it for me?’ 

attitude, in which case you’ll need to use rewards and games to teach them to want to comply with 

your requests.” 

                       This is a video of my dog Maizey doing all of the tricks that I taught her.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1F6VmQPceq8V99xHUB-rHbk58afYAstSo/preview


The Average Labrador 

I learned that an average male lab is normally 22.5-24.5 inches tall, a male 
dog is also normally 65-80 pounds. Where as a female dog is normally 
21.5-23.5 inches tall and are usually between the weight of 55-70 pounds.  
English labs have a height of 21.5-24.5.

                                           

       

                                                          My dog Maizey>>>>  



Different Types of Labradors

American
● In Britain the American lab is called 

the working Lab, or the field bred lab.
● Long muzzle
● Slimmer looking body
● Head is not as wide as the English 

labs
● Longer and thinner tail then the 

English have 
● Has a thin coat
● Has a longer neck and is taller which 

makes them look more athletic than 
the English

● Longer legs than the English labs.

English
● In England, English are called show 

or bench Labradors. 
● In Britain the English lab simply 

means the one who was born in 
England.

● Has a chiseled head 
●  They have a thick tapering tail
● Has a larger and heavier head than 

the American lab
● Have a narrow skull
● Often have eyes that are farther apart 

than the American 
● More broad than American labs
● Thick tail that hangs lower than the 

American labs
● Short muzzle
● Thick coat



Characteristics of Retrievers
Some other things that I learned about labs is that labs mature very 

quickly, they can mature between 6 to 12 months, but it could still take up 
to 2 years of age for them to fill out. Labradors can come in 3 colors, as you 
have seen in my pictures, (black, yellow, and brown.) Field line bred dogs 
are often taller and somewhat thinner in build. An average lifespan of a lab 
is 10-12 years of age. Labs need medium attention. They are also amazing 
hunting dogs. 

                                          My previous dog Jake >>>>



Famous Labradors
● King buck first Labrador Retriever to be 

featured on a US postage stamp.
● Ben of Hyde first ever documented yellow 

Labrador Retriever (born in 1899.)
● Koni is a companion of a Russian president, 

Vladimir Putin.
● Bella is the name of the oldest dog to date, 

she lived to 29 years old, which is 203 dog 
years.

● Zeus starred in the movie The Dog Who 
Saved Christmas.



Fun facts About Labrador retrievers 
● Labs are from Newfoundland, Canada and 

they were once called the St. John's water 
dog.

● There is such thing called a silver lab but it 
is not recognized by the AKC, so the 
official colors are yellow, black and 
chocolate labs.

● The oldest lab was 29 years old
● Labs have a double coat which can protect 

them from icy weather
● Labs were originally used to help 

fisherman and collect the lines.
● Labs almost went extinct in the 1800’s 

because Newfound put a tax on 
households with more than one dog, 
particularly female dogs. 

Silver lab >>>>>>>>>>> 



To conclude my favorite AKC dog breed is the Labrador Retriever because they 
are a loving and gentle breed. They are the #1 dog breed in America for 27 years in a 
row which tells you that others feel the same way about this breed that I do. These 
dogs are very easy to train and are a very smart breed of dog. I have also learned that 
these dogs are a great family pet and mature faster than other dogs. This is why I 
would like to say that labrador retrievers are my favorite AKC dog breed. 
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